We study a system of two tunnel-coupled quantum dots, with the first dot containing interacting electrons (described by the Universal Hamiltonian) not subject to spin-orbit coupling, whereas the second contains non-interacting electrons subject to spin-orbit coupling. We focus on describing the behavior of the system near the Stoner transition. Close to the critical point quantum fluctuations become important and the system enters a quantum critical regime. The large-N approximation allows us to calculate physical quantitites reliably even in this strongly fluctuating regime. In particular, we find a scaling function to describe the crossover of the quasiparticle decay rate between the renormalized Fermi liquid regime and the quantum critical regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
The transport of electrons through mesoscopic systems at low temperatures is a coherent process. The manifestations of coherent electronic motion are weak localization, AharonovBohm oscillations, persistent current, etc.
1
Though many mesoscopic effects can be explained in the framework of non-interacting electrons, there is a vast amount of evidence showing that collective effects of the electron spin are important in predicting the behavior of the system. Apart from its fundamental interest, studying interaction-related effects on the electronic spin is important from a technological point of view.
The spin of the electron couples to the external magnetic field and to the orbital degrees of freedom. This spin-orbit coupling (SO) is caused by a non-zero electric field in the laboratory reference frame that is transformed into a magnetic field in the electron's rest frame. In bulk systems the SO coupling results from the absence of inversion symmetry in the crystalline lattice 2 (Dresselhaus term). In finite size systems, such as metallic grains or semiconductor quantum dots, an additional contribution to SO coupling comes from the structure inversion asymmetry 3 (Rashba term), the simplest example of which is a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) confined to an interface, in which the confining electric field perpendicular to the 2DEG is the source of the SO coupling.
In diffusive and ballistic/chaotic mesoscopic systems the kinetic term in the full Hamiltonian is well described by Random Matrix Theory 4,5 (RMT). RMT has been very successful in describing the ensemble averages of one-particle spectral correlations as well as correlations of eigenfunctions.
RMT describes the universal zero-dimensional limit in a mesoscopic system. Its regime of validity is when all time scales (the spin-orbit relaxation time τ SO and the inverse mean level spacing δ −1 ) are much larger than ergodic time τ erg = /E T . Alternatively, all relevant energy scales should be smaller that Thouless energy E T (for a diffusive dot of linear scale
where D is the diffusion constant, while for a ballistic/chaotic dot E T v F /L).
Even though τ SO τ erg defines the universal limit, to decide if the SO coupling is important for a particular physical process, τ SO should be compared to other characteristic time scales. 6, 7, 8 As the SO coupling is increased from zero in a noninteracting system, its effects begin to become important for physical quantities when the inverse SO relaxation time is comparable to the mean level spacing δ ∼ τ −1 SO . In interacting systems near a degeneracy point between two ground states of different spin, even much tinier SO couplings can have order one effects.
9
RMT systems can be classified according to the presence or absence of time reversal (TR) and spin rotation symmetries. They fall into three major categories described by the "classical" RMT ensembles introduced by Dyson. The systems with both symmetries preserved belong to the Gaussian Orthogonal ensemble. Systems with broken TR symmetry (e.g. by an external magnetic field) are described by the Gaussian Unitary ensemble. Finally, systems with TR preserved and broken spin rotation symmetry belong to the Gaussian Symplectic ensemble.
In the universal regime, the SO coupling has significant effect on spectral properties of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. One can relate the spin-orbit scattering length L SO to a SO crossover energy scale
For energies below E X , the one-particle term in the Universal Hamiltonian is modeled by a Gaussian symplectic random matrix. If one wants to describe energies both above and below E X , one has to use the RMT ensemble which is in a crossover between the GOE and the GSE classes.
4,10
The interactions in mesoscopic systems at low temperatures are described by the Universal Hamiltonian:
11,12,13,14
whereN is the total particle number, S is the total spin, and T = c β,↓ c β,↑ . The
Universal Hamiltonian contains a charging energy U (direct channel), a Stoner exchange energy J (spin channel) and a reduced superconducting interaction λ (Cooper channel). A renormalization group (RG) analysis reveals 15, 16 that this is the low-energy effective theory for weak coupling, although other effective theories and other ground states can be accessed for strong coupling.
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For small normal metallic grains and non-superconducting quantum dots with a fixed number of particles the exchange interaction is the main contribution to electron-electron interactions. The short range part of electron-electron interactions causes the ferromagnetic Stoner instability at large values of exchange energy J.
In the absence of SO coupling the total spin of the system S 2 and its z-projection S z commute with kinetic energy term and are good quantum numbers. Typically for metallic grains the exchange constant J δ.
For weak exchange interaction J δ the spin of the ground state for odd number of electrons is 1/2. As J gets larger, there is a non-zero probability to obtain a ground state with S > 1/2. This happens when the cost in orbital energy to promote an electron to the next level is less than the energy gain due to the exchange interaction. As J approaches δ, the total spin of the system grows 14 , and at J = δ the system undergoes a phase transition (the Stoner transition) into a "bulk" ferromagnetic state. For J ≥ δ the magnetization of the system is proportional to the number of electrons N .
In the presence of SO coupling the total spin does not commute with full Hamiltonian [H, S 2 ] = 0. While the dominant effect of the electron-electron interaction is to organize the states according to total spin S, the SO term produces matrix elements between states of different spin, which randomizes spin, and also leads to sample-to-sample fluctuations of the matrix elements of the electron-electron interaction 10 and the suppression of the exchange interaction.
7,18
When J γ SO , the SO coupling is simply ignored (unless one is near a degeneracy between ground states of different spin. 9 ) In the opposite limit J δ and J γ SO electronelectron interactions are suppressed and expectation value of total spin in ground state S < 1/2. The interesting regime is when γ SO ∼ J δ. In this case the exchange interaction is not completely suppressed, and the fluctuations of total spin are comparable to its expectation value. This regime is driven by the combined effect of spin-orbit scattering and electron-electron interactions.
We study the regime where the system is near the Stoner instability J → δ − . If SO coupling is absent, there are no quantum fluctuations of the spin, and one obtains a sequence of metamagnetic transitions with the true Stoner transition being the accumulation point. 14 In the presence of SO coupling, at low energies, the behavior of the system is dominated by quantum critical fluctuations leading to the formation of a quantum critical regime (QCR).
19,20
Imagine that one is at some J < δ, but that 1−J/δ 1. Even close to the transition one can think of two different regimes of energy separated by a many-body crossover scale E QCX , which will turn out to be simply related to the single-particle RMT crossover scale E X . 19 For ω E QCX the system behaves as though it were a renormalized Fermi liquid, with altered
Fermi liquid parameters and a quasiparticle decay rate going as ω 2 .
21,22
On the other hand, for E QCX ω, the behavior is controlled by the quantum critical point. The change of behavior as one increases ω is described by a universal scaling function F (ω/E QCX ).
The critical point and QCR are dominated by many-body quantum fluctuations, and thus the scaling functions cannot be calculated perturbatively. However, it turns out that as long as E QCX , ω δ, one can use a large-N approximation with min
playing the role of the large N . 19 This allows us to compute the scaling functions reliably.
From the point of view of experiment, the key point is that one can control E QCX , which is a many-body scale, by tuning a single-particle crossover energy scale E X . Thus, at a fixed value of the parameter J, one can tune oneself into and out of the QCR by tuning a single-particle knob.
As a prerequisite to describing the system near Stoner transition, we consider the noninteracting case and calculate ensemble-averaged one and two particle Green's functions for electrons in the first dot coupled to the second dot in crossover between GOE and GSE ensembles. The one particle Green's function is unchanged by crossover, though it is modified by interdot coupling. The two particle Green's function is the sum of the contributions due to diffuson 23 mode and Cooperon modes. Bot contributions depend on the ratios of crossover parameter E X 2 , interdot coupling parameter E U , and measurement energy ω.
It may seem counterintuitive that one can use non-interacting wavefunction averages to describe the behavior of a system with strong many-body fluctuations 10, 18, 19, 24 , but this goes hand in hand with the use of the large-N approximation. This is because there is no wavefunction renormalization to leading order in the the large-N approximation.
II. MODEL DEFINITION
We consider a system of two quantum dots (metallic grains) coupled to each other by tunneling (see Fig. 1 ). The motion of electrons can be either diffusive or ballistic/chaotic:
in either case the single-particle energies and wavefunctions are controlled by RMT, which is all that we require.
For the non-interacting system the ensemble-averaged spectral and eigenvector correlations can be computed by RMT. spin-orbit coupling. The second dot has weak spin orbit coupling that drives it into the GOE→GSE crossover, characterized by a crossover scale E X 2 . We also assume that there is a Stoner exchange interaction in the first dot. No interactions are present in the second dot. The tunneling between the dots gives rise to another crossover scale E U , where E U /δ is the dimensionless conductace between the two dots.
In Fig. 2 one can see a more realistic picture of the system. In an experimental setup the lower dot could be made of GaAs (with significant exchange interaction but tiny SO coupling), while the upper dot could be made of InSb (with large spin-orbit coupling). The choice of the vertically coupled geometry will be discussed below.
In the low-energy limit interactions are described by Universal Hamiltonian. 11, 12, 13, 14 (1)
For our system H U has the form:
where H (2) contains the effect of spin orbit coupling in the second dot. In (2) we have omitted the superconducting term as irrelevant to our model. We also choose a vertically coupled geometry for our system to minimize the change in charging energy when the electron hopes from one dot to another. 25 If this energy is smaller than all other relevant scales, then the charging term can be omitted (or absorbed into the chemical potential) since the total number of electrons in the two-dot system remains unchanged.
The (µ, τ ) label the basis of the two coupled quantum dots without interaction, that is, it is the set of eigenstates of
Here µ is the orbital quantum number and τ is a twofold degenerate Kramers index. In this basis the a-th component of total spin reads
where i 0 is an Orthogonal basis in the first dot alone (it could be the eigenbasis of H (1) but it does not have to be), and the matrix element M a is defined as:
We reiterate that the first summation in Eq.(3) and the summation in Eq. (4) is over an
Orthogonal basis in the first dot alone, while the second summation in Eq. (3) is over the eigenbasis of the total non-interacting Hamiltonian
are the Pauli matrices, ψ µτ (i 0 , s) is the wave function of the state µ, τ in the first dot.
We use Eq.(2) to calculate the partition function Z = T r[exp(−βH)], using the imaginary time path integral formalism:
where the Euclidean Lagrangian is:
In Eq. (5) we used the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation to decouple the interaction at the expense of introducing an additional bosonic field h representing the order parameter.
The c µτ andc µτ are Grassmann variables.
After switching to the Fourier representation the fermionic fields c,c are integrated out.
The resulting action for h is expanded to second order to obtain:
where ω n = 2πn/β,J = J/δ 1 is a dimensionless exchange constant, N F ( µ ) is the FermiDirac occupation of the state µ, and δ 1 is a mean level spacing for the first dot.
Deep into the crossover E U , E X 2 δ 1 , we replace |M a | is spoiled in the first dot. In this limit the scaling function becomes f n = E U /(E U + |ω n |).
Close to the transition the smallness of 1−J allows us to introduce a new scaling function F n that describes the interacting system near Stoner transition. The effective action now becomes:
The scaling function F n in (11) describes how a physical quantity behaves when one goes from the renormalized Fermi liquid to the quantum critical regime. The new characteristic energy scale E QCX = E U (1 −J) can be used to tune the system into the QCR. By changing the single particle parameter E U in E QCX one can access the QCR governed by interactions.
The Fig. 3 shows the phase diagram in (ω, T ) vs. J coordinates. For J > δ 1 , the system is in a "bulk" Stoner phase where the magnetization is proportional to the volume of the system. When J < δ 1 and the measurement energy ω satisfies the inequality E U ω < E T one enters an approximate spin-rotation-invariant universal regime described by Universal
Hamiltonian H U . Here the total spin of the system is (approximately) a good quantum number. Lowering the energy to ω ∼ E U brings us to regime where the system starts seeing spin-orbit coupling and spin fluctuations become important. Below the line E = E U (1 −J)
is the renormalized Fermi liquid regime. Above this line, away from the Stoner instability point, is the non-universal regime that depends on many parameters. Close to the instability point J = δ 1 is a Quantum Critical Regime controlled by a single parameter E QCX . One can change the single-particle parameter E U in E QCX to access the many-body regime.
We proceed to calculate the quasiparticle decay rate near the critical point. Since the particle decays by interacting with quantum fluctuations of collective spin, the decay rate can be obtained from the spin-spin correlation function S a (t)S b (t ) which, in turn, can be measured by NMR or EPR. In Fourier space the S a S b correlator can be expressed through the bosonic field h a as follows (see Appendix C for more details) 
one obtains the following spin-spin correlation function
Switching back to the real time formalism (iω n → ω + iη, η → 0 + ) in Eq. (14) one obtains the spectral function of spin excitations
The graph of the spectral function (15) is shown on Fig. 4 .
The decay rate of quasiparticles is found by estimating the lowest-order interacting selfenergy diagram with interaction V :
The imaginary part of self-energy Σ (1) is evaluated to The decay rate Γ for various regimes is plotted on logarithmic scale in Fig. 5 .
III. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have studied a system of two tunnel-coupled quantum dots (small normal metallic grains) near the Stoner transition of the first dot. The first dot has interacting electrons but no spin-orbit coupling, while the other has spin-orbit coupling, but no interactions. The two single-particle crossover energies are E U , which measures the tunneling strength between the dots, and E X 2 which measures the spin-orbit crossover scale in the second dot. Electrons tunneling between the dots carry information about spin-rotation invariance breaking to the first dot, and produce quantum fluctuations of the first dot's spin.
Our focus is on the regime near the Stoner transition when the exchange interaction J is comparable to the mean level spacing δ 1 in the first dot. This regime is characterized by quantum critical fluctuations rising from the interplay between the spin-orbit and interaction parts of the Hamiltonian. For this Quantum Critical Regime we derived the scaling function describing the behavior of system observable near instability point J = δ 1 as a function of the measurement energy ω. The scaling function itself is dependent on a single dimensionless ratio ω/E QCX , as opposed to other parameter regimes where a physical property can depend separately on all the energy scales E U , E X 2 , ω, δ.
As an illustrative example we compute the scaling form of the quasiparticle decay rate, which can be measured by nonlinear conductance measurements. It has a Fermi liquid-like form for ω E QCX , with the decay rate going as ω E QCX 2 . However, for ω E QCX it goes as log(ω/E QCX ).
One of the main conceptual points we wish to make is that there is an intimate relation between the single-particle crossover energies and the many-body quantum critical crossover scale. In the simplest case E U E X 2 this relation is E QCX = E U (1 − J/δ). Access to the quantum critical regime can be tuned by changing a single-particle parameter.
An important open question is the effect of quantum criticality on Coumlomb Blockade, that is, how are the distributions of the peak positions, heights, and widths affected by quantum criticality. We hope to explore this and other issues in future work.
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APPENDIX A: GOE TO GSE CROSSOVER IN THE SYSTEM OF TWO COU-PLED DOTS
In this appendix we derive one and two particle Green's functions for two coupled dots in crossover between GOE and GSE ensembles. To reduce complexity we consider less general (but relevant to our system) situation when only second dot is in GOE to GSE crossover.
The first dot and the hopping bridge belong to GOE ensemble. The generalization where all parts of the system are in crossover can be worked out without difficulty.
The derivation will be rather sketchy for the full derivation in case of GOE to GUE crossover can be found in Ref.
[ 25 ].
The Hamiltonian (kinetic part) of two coupled dots is:
where H 1,2 are the Hamiltonians for dot 1 and 2, V describes coupling between two dots.
Following RMT one considers the elements of H 1,2 and V as Gaussian random variables (quaternions) with zero mean. In the crossover between GOE and GSE Hamiltonians H 1,2 take the form: In calculations below we assume X 1 = Γ = 0, so the first dot and the bridge belong to GOE; the mean level spacing
The elements of H 1 and H 2 are independent random variables with correlations between symmetric and antisymmetric parts
where indices s(a) stand for symmetric(antisymmetric); N 1 is the size of matrix H 1 and δ 1 is the mean level spacing (we assume that N 1 = N 2 , which means δ 1 = δ 2 ). Correlation between full matrix elements in crossover is
Here ξ i is a "spin" index that numerates elements of τ matrices.
For V matrix correlations between matrix elements are
where primed(unprimed) indices belong to the second(first) dot; U is a dimensionless parameter controlling coupling between dots.
One particle Green's function for coupled dots is:
Following the steps in Ref. [ 25 ] one can obtain the system of Dyson equations for RMT averaged Green's functions G 11 and G 22 . In large-N approximation only the rainbow diagrams contribute. In the limit of weak coupling the solution for G 11 is
where dimensionless energy = πE 2N 1 δ 1 .
The two particle Green's function in the first dot can be found from the system of BetheSalpeter equations. 25 This system describes contribution of ladder and absolutely crossed diagrams.
Expression for the full two particle Green's function is
Contribution of ladder diagrams D 1 is
Contribution of absolutely crossed diagrams is
where
Crossover energy scales E X 2 and E U are defined as
APPENDIX B: CORRELATION OF FOUR WAVE FUNCTIONS
Consider the matrix element average |M a | 2 . More generally,
where (i, s) is the basis of first uncoupled dot, and (m, τ ) is the basis of two coupled dots without interaction; ψ mτ (is) is the wave function of electron in the first dot in (m, τ ) basis.
In full analogy with derivations in Ref. 
Here E U and E X 2 are the crossover energy scales defined in Appendix A. Energy scales E 1,2 are equal to E 1,2 = a 1,2 E X 2 , where a 2 1,2 = 4b 2 + 2b + 1 ± (4b 2 + 2b + 1) 2 − 4b 2 2 with b defined as b = E U /E X 2 .
APPENDIX C: SPIN-SPIN CORRELATOR
The spin-spin correlator (spin Green's function) is defined by:
where S a (t) is a component of total spin of the system. Let's split the action S (defined by Eq. (6)) in two parts S = S 1 + S 2 . Here S 1 is the part of the action containing spin S a , S 1 = − dth a S a (t), and S 2 = S − S 1 contains everything else.
Then spin-spin correlator can be written as 
In Fourier space relation (C3) reads
